
How It Works

Jumio Go combines AI, OCR and certified liveness detection technologies to automatically extract ID document data 
and validate the user digital identity in seconds. As part of this identity proofing process, Jumio Go compares the 

picture extracted from the ID document with a selfie of its presenter through biometric face comparison. 

Definitive Answer
Jumio Go instantly 
delivers a definitive 
yes or no answer and 
even provides real-time 
course-correction codes 
to improve conversions.

Certified Liveness 
Check

Is the person holding 
the ID physically 
present during the 
transaction?

Similarity Check
Is the person holding 
the ID document the 
same person shown in 
the ID photo?

ID Proofing Check
Automatically extracts 
ID data from front/
back of document and 
performs security and 
data checks.

Jumio Go is our fastest-ever, fully automated identity 
verification solution. Powered by AI, Jumio Go enables 
modern enterprises with a reliable way to verify remote 
users, ensuring that someone is who they claim to be 
online. Increase conversions, reduce abandonment rates 
and deliver real-time identity verification with Jumio Go.

Real-Time Identity Verification, 

Powered Exclusively by AI

Fully automated 
onboarding 

Stop fraudsters 
in their tracks 

Comply with 
AML & KYC regulations

Go



Compare Jumio Go and Jumio Identity Verification

Unrivaled Speed

Employs AI, OCR and biometrics to deliver 
our fastest identity verification solution 
ever.

Certified Liveness Detection

Detects and deters advanced spoofing 
attacks including deepfakes with advanced 
liveness detection that has achieved 
Level-2 certification for ISO 30107-3 iBeta 
Presentation Attack Detection (PAD) testing.

Learn more at jumio.com/go

Data Driven AI

Exploits the power of massive production  
data sets and machine learning to spot 
patterns and better detect when an ID has 
been manipulated or altered in any way.

Global Coverage

Supports more than 1,500 ID types across 
the globe, helping enterprises scale to serve 
an increasingly international customer base.

Omnichannel Support

Supports a wide range of customer 
implementations, including mobile SDK 
(iOS & Android), mobile web and cloud API 
service options.

Product Highlights

Functionality

Identity Verification Speed

Technology

ID Documents Supported

Channels

Certified Liveness Detection

Data Extraction

Data Driven Fraud Checks

Jumio Go

Instant

Automated

1,500

SDK, mobile web, API & desktop

YES

Key fields

Complete

Jumio Identity Verification 

30-60 seconds

Automation + human review 
for higher levels of assurance

5,000

SDK, mobile web, API & desktop

YES

Complete

Complete


